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The rains have returned and are reeking havoc on the bridges 
throughout the region 

JEN BACK IN THE CLINIC AND 
WORKING ON UPDATING 

MONTHLY REPORTING

CROSS TRAINING STAFF TO 
STRENGTHEN THE TEAM

SHAZ (PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT) 
RETURNING TO HELP CLINIC 
FOR ANOTHER 4 MONTHS!

DESTRUCTIVE RAIN

BRINGING THE LOVE OF JESUS 
AND QUALITY MEDICAL CARE TO 

THE PEOPLE OF LIBERIA 

THE RAINS COME DOWN… 
The Timbo Bridge is out… again, It connects the 
entire southern part of Liberia with Monrovia.   They 
dismantled the existing bridge for replacement and 
built a temporary bridge. But within a week of 
completion the temporary bridge washed out with the 
rains in May.  The same day the bridge washed out, Steve was on the road to Monrovia and had to take a 6-
hour detour through the bush.  Since then, he has left our truck in Monrovia.  Now we’ve had to add an extra 
canoe crossing across the Timbo River, as well as a vehicle swap on our Monrovia supply runs.  

Then, this past weekend, heavy rains in Yarnee District washed out both bridges on our motorbike trail- the 
only trail that motorbikes can use for transportation to and from the clinic- just in time for Steve’s next trip to 
Monrovia.  Looks like he’ll be walking and swimming his way into town!  

Rainy season sure does keep us on our wet, wrinkly, water-soaked toes!!!  
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WHEN BREASTFEEDING IS NOT AN OPTION 
I think the world agrees, breast(milk) is best.  Women were 
created with the ability to provide nourishment for their infants.  
But what happens when the mother can’t feed her infant?  
What if she’s sick or physically unable to produce breastmilk or, 
God forbid, she dies just after the baby is born?  Formula is the 
obvious solution but not readily available or affordable in low-
resource settings like Liberia.  Infants born in Liberia to 
mothers who cannot breastfeed often do not survive their first 
year.  

Marthaline is one such mother.  She came to the clinic with her 3-month old, and a bottle.  Knowing 
that infant formula is not sold in our county, and is very costly in Monrovia, we asked her what she 
was feeding the baby.  She’d been fixing powdered milk with Lipton tea and using that since the 
baby was born.  Her son was not only sick, but underweight as he’s not getting nearly enough 
calories or other nutrients he needs on a daily basis.  We explained the importance of using infant 
formula for the baby- but what is Marthaline supposed to do?  She can’t afford the formula, much 
less travel 8-10 hours to Monrovia every time she needs it.  

We reached out to one of our partners, Last Mile Health, which happened to have a few cans of 
formula on hand to get Marthaline supplied for the next month.  Thanks to our donors, the clinic is 
happy to be able to come alongside this mother and her son to provide the rest of his formula for the 
next year.    

ALL DONATIONS TO THE PO RIVER MEDICAL CLINIC ARE TAX-
DEDUCTIBLE. Commission To Every Nation (CTEN) is a 
recognized 501(c)(3) non-profit organization by the IRS. 
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WHEN YOU HAVE TO GO 
Work has begun on a new joint clinic-school toilet facility thanks to funding from the participants and 
volunteers of Z-Trek, a New Jersey cycling event put on by Zarephath Christian Church.

MAYLYNN ENJOYING LIBERIA
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